Removal of superficial inhibition releases hyperexcitability in middle and deep horizontal slices from rat somatosensory neocortex.
Synaptic physiology was studied in horizontal slices of rat somatosensory neocortex. Intrinsic properties of pyramidal neurons from horizontal slices resembled those recorded in cells from coronal slices, but cells in superficial horizontal slices displayed more prominent fast and slow inhibition, while cells from deeper slices showed disinhibition. This disinhibition in deeper horizontal slices resulted in epileptogenesis in 81% of middle and 35% of deep layer horizontal slices. Brief exposure to glutamate antagonists and dantrolene was ineffective in preventing epileptic activity, but limited pentobarbital exposure reduced the proportion of deep slices manifesting epileptiform activity by 75%. Thus, within cortex inhibition dominates superficially and excitation predominates in deeper layers. While the cortex is vulnerable to hyperexcitability when superficial cortex is compromised, enhancing fast inhibition can reset the excitation-inhibition balance, and prevent epileptogenesis.